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12 February 2019 
 
Dear Mr Bacon 
 
I am writing to you on behalf of Long Stratton Parish Council to ask for your assistance in the matter of the central 
toilets in Long Stratton. 
 
To provide you with some background. In 2016 South Norfolk District Council approached Long Stratton Council 
and asked if they would consider adopting the toilets. Meetings were held and an offer was put on the table by 
South Norfolk. At the time, Long Stratton Parish Council did not have the resource to comply with the legislation 
that accompanies having a public convenience. In addition to this the commuted sum would not have been 
sufficient to cover the ongoing costs and it was deemed incorrect to increase the precept for Long Stratton 
residents for an asset that the whole of South Norfolk use. Long Stratton politely declined adoption.  
 
I was contacted by Councillor Kay Billig who asked if Long Stratton Council would reconsider the decision made. 
We met in the office and discussed the terms and conditions, it was understood by Long Stratton that a revised 
offer, addressing some of the Council’s concerns, was to be made. The Council was disappointed when the offer 
which was received was exactly the same. It was with regret the Council had to decline the offer of adoption as 
their position hadn’t changed and the concerns remained the same. 
 
Since then, central Government have abolished business rates on toilets and Long Stratton Council have increased 
their resource which means that not only is adoption of the toilets more affordable to Long Stratton, we also have 
the resource to comply with legislation. The issue of the toilets being an asset for South Norfolk remains however 
the public cry following the recent planning permission granted by South Norfolk outweighs the concern that 
Long Stratton Parish Council had. 
 
I approached Jamie Sutterby, senior officer at South Norfolk District Council, enquiring as to whether South 
Norfolk were prepared to open dialogue with Long Stratton Council in adoption of the toilets to which I was 
informed that the Cabinet wanted to pursue the proposed planning application that had been submitted. 
 
The planning application was for the central toilets which comprises of 3 female toilets, 1 disabled toilet, 2 male 
toilets and a urinal trough allowing up to 3 males at any one time; to be converted to a single unisex disabled 
toilet and 2 retail units. Long Stratton Parish Council refused this application with the following comments 
 

• Deficiencies in social facilities: With the current plan there is 1 toilet provided. This is insufficient for the 
size of Long Stratton as it currently stands. There is an application for an additional 1800 units which will 
also increase the need for public facilities. Long Stratton toilets are the only public facility on the A140 
corrid0r between Diss and Norwich and to reduce the facilities will impact coach’s, that regularly 
transport those of an older generation amongst other demographics, that use the toilet block. This will 
also impact families with younger children on school runs as well as users of local facilities such as Subway 
that offer eat in food and drink with no other conveniences other than the current central toilets. 
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• Highways/ access: the carpark is regularly full and is not sufficient for its current demand. With the new 
development this will also place additional need on an infrastructure that requires improvement. By 
creating 2 new units in place of the toilet block; this will increase the demand of the carpark and 
potentially the highway. There is also concern that the road crossing facilities to the units is not sufficient 
with Swan Lane being a busy road.  

• Social need: to reiterate from point 1 that users vary from the very young to the elderly that may have 
additional need for public conveniences and 1 toilet is not sufficient for the current demand. There is no 
need for additional food outlets with 7 businesses offering take away and eat in. There is also no 
additional need for a retail unit offering convenience food stores with 3 convenience type outlets in Long 
Stratton. However, there is a social need for more than 1 public toilet. 

• There are a number of empty retail units in Stratton that have remained empty for a period of time that 
would be more suitable for a business venture. 

 
In addition to this LSC would like to make the following comments. 
 

• If the toilet provision were to be removed from Long Stratton, and the need was to represent itself for 
public loos the cost would be high and may be deemed impossible to achieve. 

• Long Stratton is growing, in May Long Stratton will become a town, in the next 10-15 years we will have 
an additional 1800 units which could be approx. 7200 parishioners (average of a 4-person family per 
dwelling). AECOM; in the town centre work which they carried out through LS Neighbourhood Plan has 
identified the potential in LS becoming a market town. The increase in demand for public loos through 
housing development and economic potential leads to a need of a toilet provision that is more than 1 
disabled unit.  

• LSC both as a corporate body and individual members have received a lot of feedback regarding the plans 
and would like to state that parishioners are very unhappy with the proposal of the toilets being reduced 
to one. 

 
This along with a request to reopen the toilets and a timeline detailing the communication between the 
authorities was sent to the Development Management Committee where the planning application was 
considered. Councillor Steve Adcock spoke on behalf of Long Stratton Council but sadly the committee passed the 
application 6 votes to 2. The application was passed as the committee agreed that there was adequate public 
toilet provision in existence in the village – the toilets at South Norfolk District Council, which are neither 
perceived as central nor open to the public. The central toilets are currently used by the elderly, young, mums 
with infants on the school run, coach trips, bus drivers and all those in between. 
 
There has been a public outcry regarding the closing of the central toilets and bringing in 2 additional retail units. 
There are a number of empty retail units in the village, it was only before Christmas that Tudor House Bakery 
closed. The rumoured enterprise interested is Britannia Café, I fully support everything that Britannia Café stand 
for but not to the detriment to the existing businesses in Stratton. There is also a concern that getting rid of the 
central toilets impact local businesses as customers pop into the shops at the same time as using the toilets, if the 
toilets are no longer available will the local businesses lose the custom. 
 
In short, the parishioners of Long Stratton want the central toilets to remain as central toilets, the Parish Council, 
want to see the central toilets remain as central toilets. I am asking on behalf of the Council if you can assist us in 
doing everything, we can to keep this vital asset in Long Stratton. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

Becky Buck 
 
Becky Buck 
Clerk to Long Stratton Parish Council 
On behalf of Long Stratton Parish Council 


